Jeep liberty history

The Liberty was introduced in with styling inspired by the Dakar and Jeepster show cars.
Despite popular belief, the Liberty was not the first Jeep vehicle to use an independent
suspension ; the Jeep Wagoneer first used it in the s. The Jeep Liberty will have new features:
standard cruise control, Jeep-branded steering wheel, upgraded interior trim, and an optional
navigation system with traffic, fuel prices, and weather updates. While the Liberty Renegade will
enter its first full model year, the entry-level Sport is expected to be the big seller, claiming
nearly three quarters of sales. The Liberty comes available in two trims: the Sport and the
Limited. Both operate on the same 3. Though the Limited does include some options and
cosmetic touches not found on the Sport, most of the standard features remain the same. Some
of these include:. For a full list, see the Official Jeep Webiste List. As seen on the FuelEconomy.
Specifications, details, graphs, pictures and other information regarding the powertrain is
placed in this section. Please make sure to write information of the vehicle's performance in a
third-person point of view. This section should include information about the car's acceleration
figures , handling , braking , etc. If using information gathered from Road Test articles from a
reputable automotive source, then please make sure to cite the quote. It is assumed that the
results will be similar, if not better. For driver front-impact and all side-impact crash tests, the
Liberty received a 5-Star rating, while passenger front-impact tests earned it a 4-Star rating.
Some of the standard safety equipment that can be found on all versions of the Jeep Liberty
include:. A full list of colors for the Jeep Liberty is viewable at CarsDirect. Some of the available
combinations include:. There are currently no hybrid models of the Liberty. If there are any
features of this vehicle that sets it apart from other vehicles in its class, then mention those
unique attributes here. This section should include information on the interior's design , build
quality , ergonomics , space head and legroom, front and rear , features , stowage
compartments and overall comfortability and livability. Add pictures wherever applicable and
keep information in a third-person point of view. According to Kelley Blue Book, "the Liberty is
projected to retain an average residual value over , , and month periods. The Jeep Liberty
received a complete redesign for the model year with a more boxy and off-road look, like that of
the Dodge Nitro. The iron-block, aluminum-head V6 was the only engine available for Towing
capacity was Template:Convert. Jeep discontinued the Liberty CRD for the American market
because it couldn't meet tougher emissions standards for diesel engines. Transmission choices
were both carry-overs: a six-speed manual or a four-speed automatic. Standard equipment
included electronic stability control with roll mitigation, traction control , and anti-lock brakes
with brake assist. New Features included standard side airbags. Optional features are
rain-sensing wipers, Sirius Satellite Radio , Bluetooth , a navigation system , and the MyGig
entertainment system , complete with a 30 GB hard drive. Two models were offered at rollout:
Sport and Limited. Wheel choices were , and 18 in. The Sky Slider opens up to 60 in by 30 in,
which was the largest opening in its class. Jeep claimed that the idea behind the Sky Slider was
to give consumers the open-air feeling from previous Jeep models while maintaining the rigidity
and safety of a sturdy frame. The Liberty was relatively unchanged from the models with the
exception of stiffer rear axle shafts and retuned springs, shocks, anti-roll bars, steering gear
valve, low rollback brake calipers and a revised brake pedal ratio. The six-speed manual
transmission was dropped, and the four-speed automatic was now standard. Inspired by styling
from the Dakar [14] and Jeepster [15] concept cars , the Liberty was intended as a replacement
for the discontinued Jeep Cherokee XJ. Three trim levels were initially offered; the top end
Limited , a more rugged looking Renegade and the base Sport. All were made available with
either 2WD or 4WD. In , the Renegade trim level was replaced with the Latitude that appeared to
focus more on an urban appearance. The VM Motori 2. The diesel utilized a variable geometry
turbocharger and generated hp and lb-ft of torque. The heavier diesel powerplant added nearly
lb to the CRD 's curb weight versus the gasoline model. DaimlerChrysler introduced the CRD to
gauge the marketability of diesel engines in North America; diesels are already common in
Europe. The Liberty was also the first Jeep vehicle to use rack and pinion steering. Only
available in and for the Sport and Limited models, the 2. Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, New
York, and California had already banned sale of the vehicle due to their rigid state emissions
regulations. The state legal 3. The Liberty was not the first Jeep vehicle to use an independent
front suspension , as the Jeep Wagoneer first used it in the model. However, that independent
front suspension was limited to four wheel drive versions and, even then, was a short lived
option. The lever is placed in 2WD HI for regular driving. This allows the two rear tires to receive
power. The second position, 4WD HI, is used for driving on slippery or loose surfaces. This
position locks both the front and rear drive shafts together splitting engine power equally
between all four tires. The third position, Neutral, disengages both drive shafts from the transfer
case allowing the car to roll freely; this is used for towing behind another vehicle, for example.
The last position, 4WD LO is used for situations when higher torque is needed. A common

misconception is that 4WD LO provides more traction. It only changes the gear ratio and does
not add any more friction between the tires and the driving surface. This position, like 4WD HI
locks both the front and rear drive shafts together, and by using a lower gear ratio, allows for 2.
It should be noted that using 4WD HI or LO on dry pavement is hazardous to vehicle
components, through driveline binding and wheel-hop. The 4WD HI Full-Time position adds the
same traction benefits that the part-time 4WD setting offers, but features an open differential
between the front and rear axles to allow the two axles to spin at independent speeds and
eliminate drive line binding and wheel-hop. The down side of 4WD Hi Full-Time is that, due to
the open differential between front and rear drive lines, at times the drive train will only deliver
power to the front or the rear e. The division of power and open center differential allows the
Selec-Trac transfer case to be operated at all times in an "All Wheel Drive" mode with no
adverse effects. In European markets, the Liberty is sold as the Cherokee , and is available in
Sport and Limited models. For the model year, the Renegade was dropped, itself a development
of the Extreme Sport which was a limited-run model in For the model year, the V6 petrol engine
was dropped from the European range - only the 2. The range itself apes the USA range, with
the same colour options available, and the same options lists. The Cherokee was updated
alongside the Liberty in The Cherokee is Jeep's most popular European model, but is
something of a forgotten entity - the car has a cult following in off-roading circles, and is the
darling of those who wish to buck the trend. The Cherokee is not to all European tastes - it is
incredibly thirsty, and certainly not as refined as key rivals. Also, the Cherokee has the shortest
service intervals of any vehicle in its class. This rating breaks down into:. The addition of a belt
reminder for the MY gained the Cherokee enough points to warrant a four-star rating, but the
poor pedestrian protection resulted in one out of four stars for the category. Since the car was
tested in , child protection was not tested, but each Cherokee sold comes with chassis
anchorage points on the rear seats. Refer to any pop-culture tidbits about the vehicle in this
section. El motor V6 3. C Commando Hurst Edition. This page uses content from Wikipedia; see
Jeep Liberty , which includes these contributors. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Retrieved Retrieved September 5, Chrysler LLC. Jeep Horizons.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Jeep Wiki. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Jeep Cherokee. Compact SUV. Jeep Cherokee outside of North
America [2]. Chrysler KK platform. Dodge Nitro. Chrysler KJ platform. Corporate website.
Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Cherokee SJ. Grand Cherokee ZJ. Grand Cherokee WJ.
Grand Cherokee WK. Wagoneer SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Commander XK. Compact pickup.
Comanche MJ. Full-size pickup. The CJ, which stands for "Civilian Jeep," is the most enduring
marque used for both off-road and city driving, spawning imitators like the International
Harvester Scout, the early Chevrolet Blazers and even the later Jeep Cherokees under Chrysler.
Willys was sold to Kaiser in During its lifetime 11 versions of the Jeep CJ5 were sold. The CJ5 is
the first civilian vehicle manufactured specifically for off-road use. It's nearly identical to the
iconic military Jeep, with no doors, a fold-down windshield and a canvas top. One model, the
Tuxedo Park Mark IV, offered a sports-style version with chrome bumpers, tail lamp trim, hood
latches and a selection of seat and convertible top cover colors. Engine sizes were the
cublic-inch V-6 and cubic-inch V-8 on an inch wheelbase through , then the Rob Wagner is a
journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines.
His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Identification It's
nearly identical to the iconic military Jeep, with no doors, a fold-down windshield and a canvas
top. Features One model, the Tuxedo Park Mark IV, offered a sports-style version with chrome
bumpers, tail lamp trim, hood latches and a selection of seat and convertible top cover colors.
Size Engine sizes were the cublic-inch V-6 and cubic-inch V-8 on an inch wheelbase through ,
then the Writer Bio Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and
editing for newspapers and magazines. With its boxy, off-road-focused design, it took a
generation of Jeep Brand owners to the trails and left behind a rich legacy. Your vehicle was
built to run. Get to know the full capabilities of your vehicle and how to help keep it running
strong with your owners manual. Contact your dealer to learn more. Learn more about the
capability and performance of current Jeep Brand vehicles. Take to the road in style in
Renegade. Compare features across models and use our build and price tool to find your
perfect adventure companion. Please note that stock is limited and your local dealer may be
unable to source a Jeep Liberty for you. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main
Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Disclosure Always drive within your ability and
experience level and consistent with conditions. Owners Portal. Find Your Country. Contact Us.
Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers
may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should

you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to A new four-door Wrangler took the
industry by storm. The Compass and Patriot were the first Jeep Brand vehicles to reach into the
small cross-utility segment. A seven-passenger Jeep Commander was introduced in A new
Jeep Cherokee KK was introduced in The Liberty infused bold engineering advances like an
independent front suspension and a new 3. For the model year, Liberty was offered with an
optional 2. Ten inches longer in wheelbase inch and 15 inches longer in overall length, the
Unlimited offered two inches more rear leg room, more interior space, and greatly enhanced
on-road handling. The Unlimited was slightly different from the long military TJ-L model, adding
five inches of rear overhang but having less space in the mid-body. The increased wheelbase
offered more refined on-road comfort, as well as versatility and increased towing capacity to 3,
pounds when properly equipped. In , the Jeep Brand introduced the Rubicon Unlimitedâ€”it
featured the wheelbase of the Unlimited and off-road features of the Rubicon. The all-new Grand
Cherokee WK debuted in as a model. This revamped Grand Cherokee combined power, luxury
and a significantly quieter, more comfortable ride. The ground-up transformation continued with
a choice of three power plants including the mighty horsepower 5. The boxy styling on the
Commanderâ€”with upright windshield and squared-off sidesâ€”instantly distinguishes it from
its cousin. Basic power and drive train offerings were the same as the Grand Cherokee WK. To
be Trail Rated, a vehicle must meet performance standards in traction, articulation, ground
clearance, maneuverability and water fording. This unique vehicle was available with unique
exterior paint color Bronze Star Pearl , 70th Anniversary badging, and more. The Patriot MK was
an extremely popular model that offered numerous adventures over its decade of production. In
short, the Wrangler is designed to satisfy hardened off-road enthusiasts and luxury SUV drivers
alike, with minimal compromise to either extreme. For , all Wrangler models boast an all-new
interior, and Sahara models feature a more premium body-color hardtop. Wrangler Unlimited
combines superior off-road capability with everyday practicality including room for five adult
passengers and the most cargo space ever offered in a Wrangler. On the inside, seat comfort,
cargo capacity and passenger room were improved. This distinctive vehicle was available with a
distinctive exterior paint color Bronze Star Pearl , 70th Anniversary badging and more. Skip to
main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Badge of
Honor. Overview s s s s s s s s s. Learn More. Find Your Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search
Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not
included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time
without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue
accessing any content on Access to It was introduced for with styling inspired by the Dakar
and Jeepster concept cars. The Liberty is priced between the Wrangler and Grand Cherokee.
Three trim levels were offered for the Jeep Liberty: the top end Limited, a more rugged looking
Renegade, or the base Sport. All are available with either 2WD or 4WD. In , the Renegade trim
level was replaced with the Latitude that appears to focus on a more urban appearance. The
Liberty was the first Jeep to use two new PowerTech engines, the hp 2. A VM Motori 2. The
diesel utilized a variable geometry turbocharger and generated horsepower kW and pound-feet
of torque. The overbuilt nature of the diesel powerplant added nearly pounds to the CRD's curb
weight versus the gasoline model. DaimlerChrysler introduced the CRD to gauge the
marketability of diesel engines in North America; diesels are already common in Europe. Jeep
exceeded their expectations by selling 10, Liberty CRD models in the first calendar year of
sales. Only available in and for the Sport and Limited models, the 2. Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts, New York, and California had already banned sale of the vehicle due to their
rigid state emissions regulations. The Liberty was not the first Jeep vehicle to use an
independent front suspension, as the Jeep Wagoneer first used it in the s. The Jeep Wagoneer
with the independent front suspension was never put into production, due to how fast the
bushings would wear out. The lever is placed in 2WD HI for regular driving, this allows the two
rear tires to receive power. The second position, 4WD HI, is used for driving on slippery or loose
pavement. This position locks both the front and rear drive shafts together splitting engine
power equally between all four tires. The third position, Neutral, disengages both drive shafts
from the transfer case allowing the car to roll freely; this is used for towing behind another
vehicle, for example. The last position, 4WD LO is used for situations in which there is very little
traction. This position, like 4WD HI locks both the front and rear drive shafts together, and by
using a lower gear ratio, allows for 2. It should be noted that using 4WD HI or LO on dry
pavement is hazardous to vehicle components, through drive line binding and wheel-hop. The
4WD HI Full-Time position adds the same traction benefits that the part-time 4WD setting offers,
but features an open differential between the front and rear axles to allow the two axles to spin
at independent speeds and eliminate drive line binding and wheel-hop. The division of power
and open center differential allows the Selec-Trac transfer case to be theoretically operated at

all times in an "All Wheel Drive" mode with no adverse effects. A commercial Cherokee version
with 2. For additional cargo security a removable floor to ceiling metal and mesh bulkhead is
optional. The Jeep Liberty received a complete redesign for the model year with a more boxy
and off-road look, like that of the Dodge Nitro, which is built on the same platform , while the
Nitro is not offered with low-range gearing. The Liberty has dropped its four-cylinder option
because of the Patriot and Compass crossover SUVs taking its place as Jeep's four-cylinder
vehicles. The iron-block, aluminum-head V6 is the only engine for Towing capacity is 5,pounds
2,kg. For now, there is no diesel model for the U. Jeep stopped building the Liberty CRD for the
American market because it could not meet tougher emissions standards. Transmission
choices are both carry-overs: a six-speed manual or a four-speed automatic. Standard
equipment includes electronic stability control with roll mitigation, traction control, and
anti-lock brakes with brake assist. New Features include standard side airbags. Optional
features are rain-sensing wipers, Sirius Satellite Radio, Bluetooth, a navigation system, and the
MyGig entertainment system, complete with a 30GB hard drive. Two models will be offered at
rollout: Sport and Limited. Wheel choices are , and inch mm. The Sky Slider opens up to
60inches 1,mm by 30inches mm , which is the largest opening in its class. Jeep claims that the
idea behind the Sky Slider was to give consumers the open-air feeling from previous Jeep
models while maintaining the rigidity and safety of a sturdy frame. The Liberty is relatively
unchanged from the models with the exception of stiffer rear axle shafts and retuned springs,
shocks, anti-roll bars, steering gear valve, low rollback brake calipers and a revised brake pedal
ratio. Also the six-speed manual transmission is no longer available. The four speed automatic
as now standard. Numerous versions are available in markets outside of the U. Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
Jeeps are very dependable. I like everything about my current jeep, from the 4 wheel drive to the
tow package included. If I could change anything I would want more space for backseat
passengers. I like the gas mileage. I always loved Jeep. The vehicle is dependable and
trustworthy. I like the off road abilities of my Jeep. No dislikes, my car is just fine the way it is. It
had all the features that I like and a new bonus ones. Sleek nice design. Great on gas, even
though it is SUV. Very maneuvering on hardship roads. Very quick at turns. No issues at all.
This vehicle loves to be driven in snow! I bought my Jeep Liberty new. It has had no mechanical
issues. I have no complaints yet, It is a very reliable vehicle. I love Jeeps and I only buy Jeeps.
Where I live you need 4X4 to get a around and they have always been reliable for me. I don't
dislike anything and have no complaints. I have a Jeep Liberty with a sky slider roof. Roof came
off track so I brought to dealer to fix. Get a call telling me the entire sky slider needs to be
replaced as there were broken pieces. The jeep liberty that I own does not have cruise control, it
is uncomfortable and it is a gas hog. It is not a good car. Before I got it so many people told me
not to get a Jeep and I agree now. Sunroof leaking and a noise in front of truck. Sucks gas up.
Bad gas mileage. When I brought the truck I asked if had leaks and they said that was a lie. I've
heard this leaking is a big problem with The jeep gets me from A to B reliably. It uses more gas
than I like. It has not required any major repair work since I have had it. It is a little rough riding
in it. The calipers needed replacement and it does not have , miles yet. It's pretty good on gas.
Can park anywhere because of size. Always broken. I can't fit both of my children's car seats in
the back seat. Terrible gas mileage. I think they broke it! So went to someone else to try to fix.
However part needed to fix it is discontinued! I have been searching for this part for over a year
now. I have been trying to deal with Jeep as well. Shame on Jeep to not support their customer
Service! I love my Jeep Liberty. The size is great not to small not to big. Having the 4x4 is great
in the winter easy to turn off and on. Mechanically it's been very reliable. We also use it to tow
behind our motorhome the trans disconnect is very easy. Only thing I don't like about it is the
gas mileage is not great. Good out-ways bad. Got in it yesterday, turned on the key, put it in
Drive and it took off on its own, motor racing!!! The brakes wouldn't work when I stomped on
them with both feet. Fortunately I was near a field, so I steered the car over the yard, over the
driveway and into the field before I could turn the key off. I couldn't do it sooner because the car
was going so fast I had to steer it so it wouldn't run into the house. Now I'm terrified to even
turn it on. I'm 78 years old and this is not something I need to deal with! Very disappointed. I
have a Jeep Liberty. This vehicle is very reliable, has plenty of room for a family of five, and
handles very well. However, this particular year model comes with a skylight that has issues.
The locking mechanism that This vehicle is very reliable , has plenty of room for a family of five,
and handles very well. Good gas mileage. It seems to not like the very cold temperatures
anything under 28 degrees. Other than that it is great and goes anywhere. Seats are not very
comfortable in the back. It is very Plus, the Sky Slider Roof lets you have open air fun without
What's the Jeep Liberty transmission fluid type? How do i perform the Jeep Liberty tpms reset?
What's the jeep liberty wheel bolt pattern? What's the jeep liberty coolant type? What are some

of the jeep liberty door lock problems? Answers are provided by third parties. We do not
guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior
Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Dark Charcoal Pearl. Deep
Water Blue Pearl. Natural Green Pearl. Light Sandstone Metallic. Inferno Red Crystal Pearl.
Bright Silver Metallic. Stone White. Brilliant Black Crystal. Jeep Liberty Models Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. That it is very reliable and fixes are Read More. It my
long time passion to own a Jeep. It is my baby, I love it. Very easy to use in winter conditions.
Very safe in bad winter conditions. My Jeep Liberty is a good running vehicle That it is reliable
in all weather. All can see me coming and in my Jeep! Top Negative Owner Reviews. Jeep does
not support its product. Horrible vehicle, I'll never buy one again. Lots of parts break down and
then are very There is none it is a 4x4. The jeep is reliable not pretty. Has many problems and
will be in shop often. It's a and calipers broke already not Terrible gas mileage and not big
enough for Jody wrote on December 12, Sandra T wrote on December 8, Cara Piers wrote on
December 4, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Scare of a lifetime!!! The vehicle is
nice, has a decent amount of Owner Reviews For Reliability. Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy.
I love my jeep. It goes just about anywhere Interior Features. Exterior Features. Driving
Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Combined MPG: Road Test Video Revie
epiphone p90 guitar
1998 mitsubishi montero sport repair manual
toyota for sale philippines
ws. Frequently Asked Questions. It has a capacity of 5 quarts. Transmission fluid, similar to oil,
is a lubricant and its purpose is to make sure that the various working parts of the You should
change Your tires every 30, to 50, miles or so. Answer: The size of the wheel bolt pattern for the
Jeep Liberty iS5x What the wheel bolt pattern is used for is to keep the wheel and rim on the
vehicle and it is measured by takeng the diameter of a Yellow is the most common type of
coolant that Jeep uses in their vehicle so you really shouldn't have any problem tracking this
Answer: The door locking mechanism on the Jeep Liberty is known for a host of issues,
including a failed door lock actuator, physical hardware issues, and wiring issues. The most
common wiring issues involve a See all Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front.
Roof Strength. See all Safety Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the money. Best Affordable
SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars.

